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5

Abstract6

The price policy definition is one of the most important decisions in management as it affects7

corporate profitability and market competitiveness. Despite the importance that prices take in8

organizations, it appears that this element has not received proper attention by many9

academics and marketers since it represents, according to estimates, less than 210

11

Index terms— pricing, strategies, product life cycle.12

1 Introduction a) Background of the Study13

ricing is the process whereby a business sets the price at which it will sell its products and services, and may be14
part of the business’s marketing plan. In setting prices, the business will take into account the price at which it15
could acquire the goods, the manufacturing cost, the market place, competition, market condition, brand, and16
quality of product.17

It is a fundamental aspect of financial modeling and is one of the four Ps of the marketing mix, the other three18
aspects being product, promotion, and place. Price is the only revenue generating element amongst the four Ps,19
the rest being cost centers. However, the other Ps of marketing will contribute to decreasing price elasticity and20
so enable price increases to drive greater revenue and profits.21

It can be a manual or automatic process of applying prices to purchase and sales orders, based on factors22
such as; fixed amount, quantity break, promotion or sales campaign, specific vendor quote, price prevailing on23
entry, shipment or invoice date, combination of multiple orders or lines, and many others. Automated pricing24
systems require more setup and maintenance but may prevent pricing errors. The needs of the consumer can be25
converted into demand only if the consumer has the willingness and capacity to buy the product. Thus, pricing26
is the most important concept in the field of marketing, it is used as a tactical decision in response to changing27
competitive, market and organizational situations.28

Part of being a small business owner is strategizing pricing, creating and marketing products or services, and29
paying attention to industry trends. If you sell goods, you need to know about the product life cycle.30

Product life cycle is a model that the majority of business owners recognize and follow. It helps small business31
owners to strategize and predict product success from the time they release it. What is the product life cycle?32
A product’s life cycle is its progress from when it is created to when it is discontinued. There are four stages in33
the cycle, which are development, growth, maturity, and decline. The product life cycle helps business owners34
manage sales, determine prices, predict profitability, and compete with other businesses.35

Product life cycle management, or PLM, is the process of observing a product throughout its life cycle. Track36
each product’s activities and successes to keep profits high and avoid steep losses.37

2 i. Objectives of pricing38

The objectives of pricing should consider:39
? The financial goals of the company (i.e. profitability) ? The fit with marketplace realities (will customers40

buy at that price?) ? The extent to which the price supports a product’s market positioning and be consistent41
with the other variables in the marketing mix ? The consistency of prices across categories and products42
(consistency indicates reliability and supports customer confidence and customer satisfaction) ? To meet or43
prevent competition44
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10 I. PRICING

3 b) Statement of the Problem45

Price is influenced by the type of distribution channel used, the type of promotions used, and the quality of the46
product. Where manufacturing is expensive, distribution is exclusive, and the product is supported by extensive47
advertising and promotional campaigns, then prices are likely to be higher. Price can act as a substitute for48
product quality, effective promotions, or an energetic selling effort by distributors in certain markets.49

From the marketer’s point of view, an efficient price is a price that is very close to the maximum that customers50
are prepared to pay. In economic terms, it is a price that shifts most of the consumer economic surplus to the51
producer. A good pricing strategy would be the one that could balance between the price floor (the price below52
which the organization ends up in losses) and the price ceiling (the price by which the organization experiences53
a no-demand situation). This is what the study set out to investigate on the pricing strategies for each stage of54
Product Life Cycle.55

4 c) Objectives of the Study56

The broad objective of the study is to investigate the pricing strategies for each stage of Plc., other sub-objectives57
include; 1. To examine the sensitivity and consumer psychology of pricing. 2. To investigate the methods of58
setting price at any stage of Plc. 3. To investigate the adoption of cost-based pricing strategy and direct positive59
impact on profit margin. 4. To investigate the pricing mistakes at any stage of Plc.60

5 d) Research Questions61

1. How are the sensitivity and consumer psychology of pricing? 2. What are the methods of setting price at62
any stage of Plc? 3. Does adopting cost-based pricing strategy has a direct positive impact on profit margin? 4.63
What are the pricing mistakes at any stage of Plc?64

6 e) Research Hypotheses65

The following null hypotheses will be tested at a significant level of 0.05 H 01 : There is no significant relationship66
between sensitivity and consumer psychology and pricing. H 02 : There are no effective methods of setting price67
at any stage of Plc. H 03 : Adopting cost-based pricing strategy has no direct positive impact on profit margin.68

7 f) Justification69

1. This study will ascertain the pricing strategies for each stage of Plc which will aid public limited liability70
companies to know which pricing strategy is suitable at any stage of the business. 2. It will enable management71
to know the various effective methods of setting price at any stage of the company. 3. It will also be of help to72
Plc., as it will be an eyeopener for them to know the pricing mistakes at any stage of the business. 4. Finally,73
it will enable firms to ascertain the sensitivity and consumer psychology of pricing, that will aid them to know74
how to fix their product price to suit the need of the consumers.75

Section 2 II.76

8 Literature Review77

The related literature will be reviewed under conceptual framework, theoretical background and empirical studies.78

9 a) Conceptual Framework79

10 i. Pricing80

Price is the value that is put to a product or service and is the result of a complex set of calculations, research81
and understanding and risk taking ability. A pricing strategy takes into account segments, ability to pay, market82
conditions, competitor actions, trade margins and input costs, amongst others. It is targeted at the defined83
customers and against competitors. There are several pricing strategies: premium pricing, penetration pricing,84
economy pricing, skimming strategy etc. Marketers develop an overall pricing strategy that is consistent with85
the organisation’s mission and values. This pricing strategy typically becomes part of the company’s overall86
long-term strategic plan. The strategy is designed to provide broad guidance for price-setters and ensures that87
the pricing strategy is consistent with other elements of the marketing plan. While the actual price of goods or88
services may vary in response to different conditions, the broad approach to pricing (i.e., the pricing strategy)89
remains a constant for the planning outlook period which is typically 3-5 years, but in some industries may be a90
longer period of 7-10 years. The pricing strategy established the overall, long-term goals of the pricing function,91
without specifying an actual price-point.92

Broadly, there are six approaches to pricing strategy mentioned in the marketing literature:93
Operations-oriented pricing: Where the objective is to optimise productive capacity, to achieve operational94

efficiencies or to match supply and demand through varying prices. In some cases, prices might be set to de-95
market.96

Revenue-oriented pricing: (Also known as profit-oriented pricing or cost-based pricing) -where the marketer97
seeks to maximise the profits (i.e., the surplus income over costs) or simply to cover costs and break even.98
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For example, dynamic pricing (also known as yield management) is a form of revenue oriented pricing.99
Customer-oriented pricing: Where the objective is to maximize the number of customers; encourage crossselling100
opportunities or to recognise different levels in the customer’s ability to pay.101

Value-based pricing: (Also known as image-based pricing) occurs where the company uses prices to signal102
market value or associates price with the desired value position in the mind of the buyer. The aim of valuebased103
pricing is to reinforce the overall positioning strategy e.g. premium pricing posture to pursue or maintain a luxury104
image. Relationship-oriented pricing: Where the marketer sets prices in order to build or maintain relationships105
with existing or potential customers. [5] Socially-oriented pricing: Where the objective is to encourage or106
discourage specific social attitudes and behaviours. e.g. high tariffs on tobacco to discourage smoking.107

11 Pricing Tactics/Strategies108

When decision-makers have determined the broad approach to pricing (i.e., the pricing strategy), they turn109
their attention to pricing tactics. Tactical pricing decisions are shorter term prices, designed to accomplish110
specific short-term goals. The tactical approach to pricing may vary from time to time, depending on a range of111
internal considerations (e.g. such as the need to clear surplus inventory) or external factors (e.g. a response to112
competitive pricing tactics). Accordingly, a number of different pricing tactics may be employed in the course of113
a single planning period or across a single year. Typically line managers are given the latitude necessary to vary114
individual prices providing that they operate within the broad strategic approach. For example, some premium115
brands never offer discounts because the use of low prices may tarnish the brand image. Instead of discounting,116
premium brands are more likely to offer customer value through pricebundling or give-aways.117

When setting individual prices, decision-makers require a solid understanding of pricing economics, notably118
break-even analysis, as well as an appreciation of the psychological aspects of consumer decisionmaking including119
reservation prices, ceiling prices and floor prices. The marketing literature identifies literally hundreds of pricing120
tactics. It is difficult to do justice to the variety of tactics in widespread use. Rao and Kartono carried out a121
cross-cultural study to identify the pricing strategies and tactics that are most widely used. The following listing122
is largely based on their work.123

12 ARC/RRC pricing124

A traditional tactic used in outsourcing that uses a fixed fee for a fixed volume of services, with variations on fees125
for volumes above or below target thresholds. Charges for additional resources (”ARC’s”) above the threshold126
are priced at rates to reflect the marginal cost of the additional production plus a reasonable profit. Credits127
(”RRC’s”) granted for reduction in resources consumed or provided offer the enterprise customer some comfort,128
but the savings on credits tend not to be equivalent to the increased costs when paying for incremental resources129
in excess of the threshold.130

13 Complementary pricing131

The purchase of a printer leads to a lifetime of purchases of replacement parts. In such cases, complementary132
pricing may be considered. Complementary pricing is an umbrella category of ”captive-market” pricing tactics.133
It refers to a method in which one of two or more complementary products (a deskjet printer, for example) is134
priced to maximise sales volume, while the complementary product (printer ink cartridges) are priced at a much135
higher level in order to cover any shortfall sustained by the first product.136

14 Contingency pricing137

Contingency pricing is the process where a fee is only charged contingent on certain results. Contingency pricing138
is widely used in professional services such as legal services and consultancy services. In the United Kingdom, a139
contingency fee is known as a conditional fee.140

15 Differential pricing141

Differential pricing, also known as flexible pricing, multiple pricing or price discrimination , occurs where different142
prices are charged to different customers or market-segments, and may be dependent on the service provider’s143
assessment of the customer’s willingness or ability to pay. There are various forms of price difference including:144
the type of customer, the geographic area served, the quantity ordered, delivery time, payment terms, etc.145

16 Discrete pricing146

Discrete Pricing occurs when prices are set at a level that the price comes within the competence of the decision147
making unit (DMU). This method of pricing is often used in B2B contexts where the purchasing officer may be148
authorised to make purchases up to a predetermined level, beyond which decisions must go to a committee for149
authorization.150
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26 LOSS LEADER

17 Discount pricing151

A discount is any form of reduction in price. Discount pricing is where the marketer or retailer offers a reduced152
price. Discounts in a variety of forms -e.g. quantity rebates, loyalty rebates, seasonal discounts, periodic or153
random discounts etc.154

18 Diversionary pricing155

Diversionary Pricing is a variation of loss leading used extensively in services; a low price is charged on a basic156
service with the intention of recouping on the extras; can also refer to low prices on some parts of the service to157
develop an image of low price.158

19 Everyday low price159

”Everyday Low Prices” are widely used in supermarkets. Everyday low prices refers to the practice of maintaining160
a regular low price-low price -in which consumers are not forced to wait for discounting or specials. This method161
is used by supermarkets.162

20 Exit fees163

Exit Fees refer to a fee charged for customers who depart from the service process prior to natural completion. The164
objective of exit fees is to deter premature exit. Exit fees are often found in financial services, telecommunications165
services and aged care facilities. Regulatory authorities, around the globe, have often expressed their discontent166
with the practice of exit fees as it has the potential to be anti-competitive and restricts consumers’ abilities to167
switch freely, but the practice has not been proscribed.168

21 Experience curve pricing169

Experience curve pricing occurs when a manufacturer prices a product or service at a low rate in order to obtain170
volume and with the expectation that the cost of production will decrease with the acquisition of manufacturing171
experience. This approach which is often used in the pricing of high technology products and services, is based172
on the insight that manufacturers learn to trim production costs over time in a phenomenon known as experience173
effects.174

22 Geographic pricing175

Geographic pricing occurs when different prices are charged in different geographic markets for an identical176
product. For example, publishers often make text-books available at lower prices in Asian countries because177
average wages tend to be lower with implications for the customer’s ability to pay. In other cases, geographic178
variations in prices may reflect the different costs of distribution and servicing certain markets.179

23 Guaranteed pricing180

Guaranteed pricing is a variant of contingency pricing. It refers to the practice of including an undertaking or181
promise that certain results or outcomes will be achieved. For instance, some business consultants undertake to182
improve productivity or profitability by 10%. In the event that the result is not achieved, the client does not pay183
for the service.184

24 High-low pricing185

High-low pricing refers to the practice of offering goods at a high price for a period of time, followed by offering186
the same goods at a low price for a predetermined time. This practice is widely used by chain stores selling187
homewares. The main disadvantage of the high-low tactic is that consumers tend to become aware of the price188
cycles and time their purchases to coincide with a low-price cycle.189

25 Honeymoon pricing190

Honeymoon Pricing refers to the practice of using a low introductory price with subsequent price increases once191
relationship is established. The objective of honeymoon pricing is to ”lock” customers into a longterm association192
with the vendor. This approach is widely used in situations where customer switching costs are relatively high such193
as in home loans and financial investments. It is also common in categories where a subscription model is used,194
especially if this is coupled with automatic regular payments, such as in newspaper and magazine subscriptions,195
cable TV, broadband and cell phone subscriptions and in utilities and insurance.196

26 Loss leader197

A loss leader is a product that has a price set below the operating margin. Loss leading is widely used in198
supermarkets and budget-priced retail outlets where the store as a means of generating store traffic. The low199
price is widely promoted and the store is prepared to take a small loss on an individual item, with an expectation200
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that it will recoup that loss when customers purchase other higher priced-higher margin items. In service201
industries, loss leading may refer to the practice of charging a reduced price on the first order as an inducement202
and with anticipation of charging higher prices on subsequent orders. Loss leading is often found in retail, where203
the loss leader is used to drive store traffic and generate sales of complementary items.204

27 Offset pricing205

Offset pricing (also known as diversionary pricing) is the service industry’s equivalent of loss leading. A service206
may price one component of the offer at a very low price with an expectation that it can recoup any losses207
by cross-selling additional services. For example, a carpet steam cleaning service may charge a very low basic208
price for the first three rooms, but charges higher prices for additional rooms, furniture and curtain cleaning.209
The operator may also try to cross-sell the client on additional services such as spot-cleaning products, or stain-210
resistant treatments for fabrics and carpets.211

28 Parity pricing212

Parity pricing refers to the process of pricing a product at or near a rival’s price in order to remain competitive.213

29 Price bundling214

Price bundling (also known as product bundling) occurs where two or more products or services are priced as215
a package with a single price. There are several types of bundles: pure bundles where the goods can only be216
purchased as package or mixed bundles where the goods can be purchased individually or as a package. The217
prices of the bundle is typically less than when the two items are purchased separately.218

Peak and off-peak pricing: Peak and off-peak pricing is a form of price discrimination where the price variation219
is due to some type of seasonal factor. The objective of peak and off peak pricing is to use prices to even out220
peaks and troughs in demand. Peak and off-peak pricing is widely used in tourism, travel and also in utilities such221
as electricity providers. Peak pricing has caught the public’s imagination since the ride-sharing service provider,222
Uber, commenced using surge pricing and has sought to patent the technologies that support this approach.223

Price discrimination: Price discrimination is also known as variable pricing or differential pricing .224
Price lining: Price lining is the use of a limited number of prices for all product offered by a business. Price225

lining is a tradition started in the old five and dime stores in which everything cost either 5 or 10 cents. In226
price lining, the price remains constant but quality or extent of product or service adjusted to reflect changes in227
cost. The underlying rationale of this tactic is that these amounts are seen as suitable price points for a whole228
range of products by prospective customers. It has the advantage of ease of administering, but the disadvantage229
of inflexibility, particularly in times of inflation or unstable prices. Price lining continues to be widely used in230
department stores where customers often note racks of garments or accessories priced at predetermined price231
points e.g. separate racks of men’s ties, where each rack is priced at $10, $20 and $40.232

Penetration pricing: Penetration pricing is an approach that can be considered at the time of market entry. In233
this approach, the price of a product is initially set low in an effort to penetrate the market quickly. Low prices234
and low margins also act as a deterrent, preventing potential rivals from entering the market since they would235
have to undercut the low margins to gain a foothold.236

Prestige pricing: Prestige pricing is also known as premium pricing and occasionally luxury pricing or high237
price maintenance refers to the deliberate pursuit of a high price posture to create an image of quality.238

Price signaling: Price signalling is where the price is used as an indicator of some other attribute. For example,239
some travel resorts promote that when two adults make a booking, the kids stay for free. This type of pricing is240
designed to signal that the resort is a family friendly operation.241

Price skimming: Price skimming, also known as skimthe-cream pricing is a tactic that might be considered at242
market entry. The objective is to charge relatively high prices in order to recoup the cost of product development243
early in the life-cycle and before competitors enter the market.244

Promotional pricing: Promotional pricing is a temporary measure that involves setting prices at levels lower245
than normally charged for a good or service. Promotional pricing is sometimes a reaction to unforeseen246
circumstances, as when a downturn in demand leaves a company with excess stocks; or when competitive activity247
is making inroads into market share or profits.248

30 Two-part pricing249

Two-part pricing is a variant of captive-market pricing used in service industries. Two part pricing breaks the250
actual price into two parts; a fixed service fee plus a variable consumption rate. Two-part pricing tactics are251
widely used by utility companies such as electricity, gas and water and services where there is a quasi-membership252
type relationship, credit cards where an annual fee is charged and theme parks where an entrance fee is charged253
for admission while the customer pays for rides and extras. One part of the price represents a membership fee or254
joining fee, while the second part represents the usage component.255
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33 SENSITIVITY AND CONSUMER PSYCHOLOGY

31 Psychological pricing256

Psychological pricing is a range of tactics designed to have a positive psychological impact. Price tags using the257
terminal digit ”9”, ($9.99, $19.99 or $199.99) can be used to signal price points and bring an item in at just under258
the consumer’s reservation price. Psychological pricing is widely used in a variety of retail settings.259

32 Premium pricing260

Premium pricing (also called prestige pricing) is the strategy of consistently pricing at, or near, the high end261
of the possible price range to help attract statusconscious consumers. The high pricing of a premium product262
is used to enhance and reinforce a product’s luxury image. Examples of companies which partake in premium263
pricing in the marketplace include Rolex and Bentley. As well as brand, product attributes such as eco-labelling264
and provenance (e.g. ’certified organic’ and ’product of Australia’) may add value for consumers and attract265
premium pricing. A component of such premiums may reflect the increased cost of production. People will buy266
a premium priced product because:267

? They believe the high price is an indication of good quality ? They believe it to be a sign of self-worth268
-”They are worth it;” it authenticates the buyer’s success and status; it is a signal to others that the owner is269
a member of an exclusive group ? They require flawless performance in this application -The cost of product270
malfunction is too high to buy anything but the best -for example, a heart pacemaker. The old association of271
luxury only being for the kings and queens of the world is almost non-existent in today’s world. People have272
generally become wealthier, therefore the mass marketing phenomenon of luxury has simply become a part of273
everyday life, and no longer reserved for the elite. Since consumers have a larger source of disposable income,274
they now have the power to purchase products that meet their aspirational needs. This phenomenon enables275
premium pricing opportunities for marketers in luxury markets. Luxurification in society can be seen when276
middle class members of society, are willing to pay premium prices for a service or product of the highest quality277
when compared with similar goods. Examples of this can be seen with items such as clothing and electronics.278
Charging a premium price for a product also makes it more inaccessible and helps it gain an exclusive appeal.279
Luxury brands such as Louis Vuitton and Gucci are more than just clothing and become more of a status symbol.280
(Yeoman, 2011).281

Prestige goods are usually sold by companies that have a monopoly on the market and hold competitive282
advantage. Due to a firm having great market power they are able to charge at a premium for goods, and are283
able to spend a larger sum on promotion and advertising. According to Han, Nunes and Dreze (2015) figure on284
”signal preference and taxonomy based on wealth and need for status” two social groups known as ”Parvenus”285
and ”Poseurs” are individuals generally more self-conscious, and base purchases on a need to reach a higher status286
or gain a social prestige value. Further market research shows the role of possessions in consumer’s lives and287
how people make assumptions about others solely based on their possessions. People associate high priced items288
with success. (Han et al., 2010). Marketers understand this concept, and price items at a premium to create289
the illusion of exclusivity and high quality. Consumers are likely to purchase a product at a higher price than a290
similar product as they crave the status, and feeling of superiority as being part of a minority that can in fact291
afford the said product. ??Han et al., 2010).292

A price premium can also be charged to consumers when purchasing eco-labelled products. Market based293
incentives are given in order to encourage people to practice their business in an eco-friendly way in regard to294
the environment. Associations such as the MSC’s fishery certification programme and seafood ecolabel reward295
those who practice sustainable fishing. Pressure from environmental groups have caused the implementation of296
Associations such as these, rather than consumers demanding it. The value consumer’s gain from purchasing297
environmentally conscious products may create a premium price over non ecolabelled products. This means that298
producers have some sort of incentive for supplying goods worthy of eco-labelling standard. Usually more costs299
are incurred when practicing sustainable business, and charging at a premium is a way businesses can recover300
extra costs.301

33 Sensitivity and Consumer Psychology302

In their book, The Strategy and Tactics of Pricing, Thomas Nagle and Reed Holden(2016) outline nine laws or303
factors that influence how a consumer perceives a given price and how price-sensitive s/he is likely to be with304
respect to different purchase decisions:305

? Reference price effect: Buyer’s price sensitivity for a given product increases the higher the product’s price306
relative to perceived alternatives. Perceived alternatives can vary by buyer segment, by occasion, and other307
factors. ? Difficult comparison effect Buyers are less sensitive to the price of a known/more reputable product308
when they have difficulty comparing it to potential alternatives.309

? Switching costs effect: The higher the productspecific investment a buyer must make to switch suppliers,310
the less price sensitive that buyer is when choosing between alternatives. ? Price-quality effect: Buyers are less311
sensitive to price the more that higher prices signal higher quality. Products for which this effect is particularly312
relevant include: image products, exclusive products, and products with minimal cues for quality. ? Expenditure313
effect: Buyers are more price sensitive when the expense accounts for a large percentage of buyers’ available314
income or budget. ? End-benefit effect: The effect refers to the relationship a given purchase has to a larger315
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overall benefit, and is divided into two parts: ? Derived demand: The more sensitive buyers are to the price of the316
end benefit, the more sensitive they will be to the prices of those products that contribute to that benefit. ? Price317
proportion cost: The price proportion cost refers to the percent of the total cost of the end benefit accounted for318
by a given component that helps to produce the end benefit (e.g., think CPU and PCs). The smaller the given319
components share of the total cost of the end benefit, the less sensitive buyers will be to the component’s price.320
? Shared-cost effect: The smaller the portion of the purchase price buyers must pay for themselves, the less price321
sensitive they will be. ? Fairness effect: Buyers are more sensitive to the price of a product when the price is322
outside the range they perceive as ”fair” or ”reasonable” given the purchase context. ? Framing effect: Buyers323
are more price sensitive when they perceive the price as a loss rather than a forgone gain, and they have greater324
price sensitivity when the price is paid separately rather than as part of a bundle.325

34 Approaches to Pricing326

Pricing is the most effective profit lever. Pricing can be approached at three levels: the industry, market, and327
transaction level.328

? Pricing at the industry level focuses on the overall economics of the industry, including supplier price changes329
and customer demand changes. ? Pricing at the market level focuses on the competitive position of the price330
in comparison to the value differential of the product to that of comparative competing products. ? Pricing at331
the transaction level focuses on managing the implementation of discounts away from the reference, or list price,332
which occur both on and off the invoice or receipt.333

A ”price waterfall” analysis helps businesses and sales personnel to understand the differences which arise334
between the reference or list price, the invoiced sale price and the actual price paid by a customer taking account335
of contract, sales and payment discounts.336

35 Pricing Mistakes337

Many companies make common pricing mistakes. Jerry Bernstein’s article Use Suppliers’ Pricing Mistakes338
outlines several sales errors, which include: addition of revenue measures?339

36 Methods of Setting Prices340

Demand-based pricing Demand-based pricing, also known as dynamic pricing, is a pricing method that uses341
consumer demand -based on perceived value -as the central element. These include price skimming, price342
discrimination and yield management, price points , psychological pricing, bundle pricing, penetration pricing,343
price lining, value-based pricing, geo and premium pricing.344

Pricing factors are manufacturing cost, market place, competition, market condition, quality of product.345
Price modeling using econometric techniques can help measure price elasticity, and computer based modeling346

tools will often facilitate simulations of different prices and the outcome on sales and profit. More sophisticated347
tools help determine price at the SKU level across a portfolio of products. Retailers will optimize the price of348
their private label SKUs with those of National Brands.349

Uber’s pricing policy is an example of demandbased dynamic pricing. It uses an automated algorithm to350
increase prices to ”surge price” levels, responding rapidly to changes of supply and demand in the market. By351
responding in real time, an equilibrium between demand and supply of drivers can be approached. Customers352
receive notice when making an Uber reservation that prices have increased. The company applied for a U.S.353
patent on surge pricing in 2013, though airlines are known to have been using similar techniques in seat pricing354
for years.355

The practice has often caused passengers to become upset and invited criticism when it happens as a result of356
holidays, inclement weather, natural disasters or other factors. During New Year’s Eve 2011, Uber prices were357
as high as seven times normal rates, causing outrage. During the 2014 Sydney hostage crisis, Uber implemented358
surge pricing, resulting in fares of up to four times normal charges; while it defended the surge pricing at first, it359
later apologized and refunded the surcharges. Uber CEO Travis Kalanick has responded to criticism by saying:360
”...because this is so new, it’s going to take some time for folks to accept it. There’s 70 years of conditioning361
around the fixed price of taxis.”362

37 Multidimensional pricing363

Multidimensional pricing is the pricing of a product or service using multiple numbers. In this practice, price no364
longer consists of a single monetary amount (e.g., sticker price of a car), but rather consists of various dimensions365
(e.g., monthly payments, number of payments, and a downpayment). Research has shown that this practice can366
significantly influence consumers’ ability to understand and process price information.367

Micromarketing: Micromarketing is the practice of tailoring products, brands (microbrands), and promotions368
to meet the needs and wants of microsegments within a market. It is a type of market customization that deals369
with pricing of customer/product combinations at the store or individual level.370
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42 DECLINE

38 Pricing Strategies for Each Stage of PLC.371

Every product progresses through different stages between its beginning and end on the market. To better372
manage the product’s life cycle, you need to know these four stages.373

Understanding how to deal with each new product is important. And, the different stages of the product life374
cycle helps a firm with strategic pricing. Strategic pricing is when a business decides how to price products or375
services based on what will attract buyers.376

39 Development377

The initial stage of a product’s life cycle, development, is when the product is first introduced to the market.378
Typically, sales are slow during this stage because consumers are unfamiliar with the new product.379

Sales are especially slow when the product is unique because consumers might not have an instant demand380
for it. But, there is generally low competition.381

During this stage, you might choose to increase your marketing efforts to raise awareness about the new382
product. You can promote the product on a budget through outlets like social media channels and your business383
website. You will need to explain the product in your marketing materials.384

Developing a product is expensive, so you might be desperate to make sales. Therefore, you will need to come385
up with a pricing strategy that fits your business.386

Pricing strategy in this stage: Many businesses either price their products low or high, depending on their387
industry and financial projections.388

Pricing products low (market penetration) helps a business penetrate the market and gain consumer attention.389
Once the business has a loyal customer base, it typically increases prices.390

Businesses might choose to introduce products with high prices. You might price products high (price391
skimming) to try to turn a quick profit and make up for the costs of developing. Pricing products high is392
especially good if there is a demand for a product and lack of competition.393

40 Growth394

During the growth stage of the life cycle of a product, there is high demand for the product and a lot of sales.395
Though this is a really great stage for the product, there are some drawbacks.396

When you sell a product in its growth stage, your competition might begin to duplicate it. Competitors might397
release the same product you sell at a lower price, or they might work on making the product better.398

You might need to work on getting your customers to choose your product over the competition. This could399
require more marketing and lowering your prices. You might try to market to new customers. Pricing strategy400
in this stage: Because of the competition, you might need to lower your prices and adopt a competitive pricing401
strategy.402

41 Maturity403

In the maturity stage, there isn’t as much sales growth. When the product is mature, most of your target404
customers already have the product, so there is not as much demand.405

Your sales volume will not be climbing like during the growth stage. Some businesses continue making additions406
to their products during this stage.407

Typically, the maturity stage has the most competition. Once products are developed, they are more unique408
from competitor to competitor. Many businesses work on marketing their product and emphasizing its uniqueness409
as well as any discounts. Pricing strategy in this stage: Many businesses continue using the competitive pricing410
strategy in the maturity stage. In fact, competition is usually more fierce than in the growth stage. Consider411
cutting your prices to keep customers, but don’t go below your break-even point. You could also use a discount412
pricing strategy so that consumers will prefer your product. With a discount pricing strategy, you need to mark413
down the price.414

42 Decline415

The final stage in a product’s life cycle is decline. There is less demand for the product, and businesses must416
decide if they want to discontinue the product or keep producing and selling it. Some businesses that don’t pull417
the product add features to make it stand out more and give it fresh life.418

There are a few different reasons for the decline of a product:419
? Competitors’ products are getting more attention than yours. ? Consumers are no longer interested in the420

product.421
? You aren’t profiting off the product anymore. Pricing strategy in this stage: During a product’s decline,422

many businesses choose to lower its price. In fact, there are a few different pricing strategies you can try in this423
stage.424

You can try a discount pricing strategy to increase customer traffic. This will help free up space at your425
business for new products.426

Another pricing strategy option is bundling. With bundling, you could include the declining product in a deal427
with other products. This can help get rid of the declining product and increase sales.428
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Be aware that some businesses choose to do nothing during the decline stage, especially if they are unsure if429
the product is declining for good or just going through a temporary dip in sales.430

43 Preparing for the product life cycle431

There is no definite way you can prepare for the product life cycle. You can’t predict the exact amount of time432
the product will be in each stage. But, understanding the product life cycle will help you know how to handle433
pricing strategies, competition, and marketing. Strategic pricing is when a business decides how to price products434
or services based on what will attract buyers.435

44 b) Theoretical Framework Price/Quality Relationship The-436

ory Propounded by Vigneron & Johnson, 1999437

The price/quality relationship theory centers on consumers’ perceptions of value. High prices are often taken438
as a sign of quality, especially when the product or service lacks search qualities that can be inspected prior439
to purchase. In relation to the study, understanding consumers’ perceptions of the price/quality relationship is440
most important in the case of complex products that are hard to test, and experiential products that cannot be441
tested until used (such as most services in MTN). The greater the uncertainty surrounding a product, the more442
consumers depend on the price/quality signal and the greater premium they may be prepared to pay.443

Consumers can have different perceptions on premium pricing, and this factor makes it important for the444
marketer to understand consumer behaviour.445

According to Vigneron and Johnson’s figure on ”Prestige-Seeking Consumer Behaviours”, Consumers can be446
categorized into four groups. These groups being; Hedonist & Perfectionist, snob, bandwagon and veblenian.447
These categories rank from level of selfconsciousness, to importance of price as an indicator of prestige. The448
Veblen Effect explains how this group of consumers makes purchase decisions based on conspicuous value, as449
they tend to purchase publicly © 2019 Global Journals consumed luxury products. This shows they are likely450
to make the purchase to show power, status and wealth. Consumers that fall under the ”Snob Effect” can be451
described as individuals that search for perceived unique value, and will purchase exclusive products in order to452
be the first or very few who has it. They will also avoid purchasing products consumed by a general mass of453
people, as it is perceived that items in limited supply hold a higher value than items that do not. (Vigneron454
& Johnson, 1999). The bandwagon effect explains that consumers that fit into this category make purchasing455
decisions to fit into a social group, and gain a perceived social value out of purchasing popular products within456
said social group at premium prices. Research shows that people will often conform to what the majority of the457
group they are a member of thinks when it comes to the attitude of a product. Paying a premium price for a458
product can act as a way of gaining acceptance, due to the pressure placed on them by their peers. The Hedonic459
effect can be described as a certain group of people whose purchasing decisions are not affected by the status and460
exclusivity gained by purchasing a product at a premium, nor susceptible to the fear of being left out and peer461
pressure. Consumers who fit into this category base their purchasing decisions on a perceived emotional value,462
and gain intangible benefits such as sensory pleasure, aesthetic beauty and excitement. Consumers of this type463
have a higher interest on their own wellbeing. ??Vigneron & Johnson, 1999). The last category on Vigneron464
and Johnson’s figure of ”Prestige-Seeking Consumer Behaviours” is the perfectionism effect. Prestige brands are465
expected to show high quality, and it’s this reassurance of the highest quality that can actually enhance the466
value of the product. According to this effect, those that fit into this group value the prestige’s brands to have467
a superior quality and higher performance than other similar brands. Research has indicated that consumer’s468
perceive quality of a product to be relational to its price. Consumers often believe a high price of a product469
indicates a higher level of quality.470

Even though it is suggested that high prices seem to make certain products more desirable, consumers that471
fall in this category have their own perception of quality and make decisions based upon their own judgment.472
They may also use the premium price as an indicator of the product’s level of quality.473

45 c) Empirical Studies i. Investigation on Impact of Pricing474

Strategies and Levels on Corporate475

According to Monroe (2003), to investigate on pricing strategies and levels on corporate, price decisions are one476
of the most important decisions of management because it affects profitability and the companies’ return along477
with their market competitiveness. Thus, the task of developing and defining prices is complex and challenging,478
because the managers involved in this process must understand how their customers perceive the prices, how479
to develop the perceived value, what are the intrinsic and relevant costs to comply with this necessity, as well480
as consider the pricing objectives of the company and their competitive position in the market (De Toni and481
Mazzon, 2013a, De Toni and Mazzon, 2013b, Hinterhuber and Liozu, 2014, ??onroe, 2003).482

In this way, Nagle and Hogan (2007) also argue that companies which do not manage their prices lose control483
over them, impairing their profitability and cost effectiveness mainly due to the customers will on paying a484
determinate price, which not only does it depend on the perceived value, but also depends on the prices set485
by the leading competitors. Consequently, mistaken or inexistent pricing policies could lead buyers to increase486
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46 II. ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF CUSTOMER VALUE-BASED PRICING
STRATEGY ON CORPORATE

the volume of information while allowing them to augment their bargaining power thus forcing price reductions487
and discounts. The difference between conventional price setting and strategic pricing consists on setting prices488
by reacting to the market conditions or managing them proactively, being their sole purpose to exert the most489
profitable pricing by generating more value for customers without the obligation of increasing the business’ sales490
volume ??Nagle & Holden, 2003) Logically, there is not a unique way for defining prices. Before setting a price,491
the company must decide what is going to be the strategy for the product in addition to what will be the proposed492
objectives, since the clearer these decisions, the easier it will be to establish prices ??Hinterhuber & Liozu, 2013).493

According to Hinterhuber (2008), prices have a high impact on companies’ profitability, and pricing strategies494
vary considerably between sectors and market situations. Nonetheless, researchers mostly agree that pricing495
strategies can be categorized in three big groups: cost-based pricing, competition-based pricing and customer496
value-based pricing ??Nagle & Holden, 2003).497

Nagle and Holden (2003) argue that there must be a balanced consideration of information, perception and498
intrinsic behavior of the 3C’s of this process (Cost, Competition and Customers) as a way to reach the optimal499
price. The management of such information is a crucial factor for the success of the pricing definition strategy500
and the price settlement. In some cases, these practices have also been designated as pricing methods (Avlonitis,501
Indounas, & Gounaris, 2005).502

46 ii. Assessing the Impact of Customer value-based pricing503

strategy on Corporate504

Value establishment can be defined as the offer of benefits of equal or superior value to the sacrifices incurred by505
the purchaser for a product and/or service. Within the possible sacrifices, there is the financial sacrifice, which506
is translated by the price to be charged Porter, 1986, Zeithaml, 1988). Besides, the process of value settlement507
includes the transformation of the results from the organizational strategy on programs aimed to extract and508
deliver value to the company’s customers. In addition, it identifies the benefits and costs (or sacrifices) of products509
and experiences resulting from the relationship between the customers and the organization. The superior value510
proposal represents an offer for the customers which increases the value or solves a problem in a better way than511
those offered by similar competitors (Payne & Frow, 2014). Perceived value-based pricing is a pricing practice512
in which the managers take decisions based on the perception of benefits from the item being offered to the513
customer and how these benefits are perceived and weighted by the customers in relationship to the price they514
pay (Ingenbleek, Frambach, & Verhallen, 2010). Therefore, as a cultural orientation of businesses, valuebased515
pricing is derived from a set of routine philosophies and organizational strategies that a specific company could516
use in order to focus on customer satisfaction and, as a result, increases their profitability (Cressman, 2012).517
Because of this, Liozu (2013) highlights that using prices based on customer’s perception of value is a more518
modern pricing approach, although sometimes it incites a profound organizational change on the established519
organizational structure, the current corporate structure or the pre-existing processes and systems.520

In this sense, Ingenbleek, Debruyne, Frambach, and Verhallen (2003) affirm that perceived value-based pricing,521
along with pricing practices that refer to the use of information about costs and competitors’ prices, are intimately522
related to the product’s performance, the service and the business as a whole. These authors demonstrated that523
the usage of value-based pricing is a key pricing practice for obtaining larger returns and for creating some kind of524
comparative advantage for the companies offers. This was demonstrated in a study conducted by Füreder, Maier,525
and Yaramova (2014), on medium-sized companies in Austria which used with higher frequency the perceived526
value-based pricing strategy. These authors identified that these companies had larger contribution margins,527
between 11-30%, against 0-10% of those companies that did not use this same strategy. Thus, the approach of528
a value-based pricing strategy is considered superior to other approaches in relationship to the results obtained529
by other companies ??Hinterhuber, 2004 ?? Ingenbleek et al., 2003 ?? Liozu and Hinterhuber, 2013). Therefore,530
we propose that adopting a value-based pricing strategy has a direct and positive impact on profit margin.531

The constant changes in the market, influenced by technological advances and by increasing change in the532
customers’ expectations, are leading organizations to constantly search for new products in order to continue533
being profitable and competitive (Boehe et al., 2009, Cooper, 2000).534

The innovation and development of new products are ways of adding value to the products or services while535
differentiating them from their competitors, thus providing better results. Therefore, in order for a business to536
maintain itself as competitive and profitable in the market, the development of new products (DNP), and the537
innovation of their products and processes are fundamental factors for an organization’s performance (Cooper &538
Kleinschmdt, 1987). Thus, a new product that grants value to the customer, due to its quality, cost reduction or539
innovation constitutes a competitive advantage contributing to a better performance of the organization.540

In a study developed by Milan, De Toni, Larentis, and Gava (2013) about pricing and expenditure strategies,541
the authors identified that the factor that mostly influences an organization’s performance is related to the542
achievement of their objectives by the development of new products. In other words, businesses that achieved543
their sales, market participation and profit margins objectives exhibited a better organizational performance.544
Therefore, it is identified that the success of many organizations is linked to the development of new products545
(DNP) that add customer value (Cooper, 2000). It is observed that a company which adopts a constant innovative546
strategy, mainly on the products released on the market, can add more value to the customer and, consequently,547
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obtain better profitability (Boehe et al., 2009 ?? De Toni et al., 2011). Considering this, we coclude that level of548
development of new products (DNP) moderates the relationship between customer value-based pricing strategy549
and profit margin, and such relationship is stronger in those companies which launch more products into the550
market.551

47 iii. Studies on Competition-based pricing strategy552

Competition-based pricing uses as key information the competitors’ price levels, as well as behavior expectations,553
observed in real competitors and/or potential primary sources to determine adequate pricing levels to be practiced554
by the company (Liozu & Hinterhuber, 2012). The main advantage of this approach is considering the actual555
pricing situation of the competitors, and its main disadvantage is that the demand related aspects are not556
considered. Furthermore, a strong competitive focus among the competitors can increase the risk of starting a557
price war among competitors in the market (Heil & Helsen, 2001). Liozu, Boland, Hinterhuber, and Perelli (2011)558
conducted a research mapping the pricing processes of companies which based their prices on competitors and they559
found that managers use their knowledge and experiences to define prices, as well as models of costs, contribution560
margin goals, and well-structured profit goals. In addition, these companies were strongly considering the prices561
of their main competitors while adding a price reward by always sharing the decision based on the manager’s562
intuition, which is not a scientific method to define prices.563

In this sense, competition-based pricing strategies are very dangerous because the company does not effectively564
have clear cost or profit information from its competitor who, in some instances, may be working with very low565
margins (Nagle & Holden, 2003). In some situations, the competitor developed a more efficient production566
process, thus the costs would not be equivalent, even because of the scale gains. Therefore, by following this567
strategy, the company is at risk of operating with minimal margins or even having negative profits. Pricing568
reduction strategies based on competition, in which companies may seek to increase the volume of sales, can also569
encourage the competitors to lower their prices while contributing to a predatory competition and a price war,570
resulting in reduced profit margins and smaller companies’ profitability ??Diamantopoulos, 2005).571

Besides, in highly competitive markets, the price information from competitors becomes obsolete very quickly572
(Ingenbleek et al., 2010). In this case, it is necessary to manage the capacity that competitors have to react573
to the pricing strategy defined by the company, while noting that in competitive markets this can increase the574
risk of starting a price war and decreasing profit margins (Simon et al., 2008). Therefore, we recommend that575
adopting a competitionbased pricing strategy has a direct and negative impact on profit margin.576

48 iv. Studies on Cost-based pricing strategy577

Cost-based pricing is the most simple and popular method for setting prices. Historically, it is the most common578
pricing strategy because it carries a sense of financial prudence (Simon et al., 2008). This involves adding a profit579
margin on costs, such as adding a standard percentage contribution margin to the products and services. First,580
the sales level (revenue) is determined, and then the unit and total costs are calculated, followed by checking581
the company’s profit objectives and finally establishing the prices. Thus, for the professionals involved in this582
process, it is necessary to show to customers enough value on products and commercialized services in order to583
justify the prices charged by the company (Urdan, 2005).584

According to a study by Guilding, Drury, and Tayles (2005) in 187 companies in the United Kingdom and in585
90 companies in Australia, three factors that can interfere with a cost-based strategy were identified: i. Intensity586
of competition: In a highly competitive market, the intensity of competition may result in a loss of contribution587
and profit margins due to the pressure to equal their prices to the competition, which turns costs in a highly588
relevant element since it provides the limits of prices to be charged;589

ii. Company size: larger companies have a greater capacity of influencing prices, because they have the590
propensity to act as a guide for the price ranges prevailing in the market, even because they frequently have scale591
gains; and592

iii. Type of industries: Manufacturing industries have higher expenses due to their high investments on593
physical facilities and on resources used in manufacturing processes, which makes it difficult to accurately define594
the individual costs of products and potentially force an increase on the total cost. Similarly, a study of 84595
companies performed by Milan et al. ??2013) showed that in these companies there is a greater focus on price596
setting based on costs. Thus, this strategy encourages companies to use better expenditure techniques.597

In addition, Liozu et al. ( ??011) conducted a study on fifteen small and medium-size American companies598
by interviewing forty-four of their managers. In such study, they addressed the three main pricing strategies:599
customer value-based pricing (in four companies), cost-based pricing (in six companies) and competition-based600
pricing (in five companies). They identified that the majority of the companies basing their prices on costs601
developed advanced cost models, all of which used contribution and profit margin goals in order to set their602
prices. In this matter, recommendation is made that adopting a cost-based pricing strategy has a direct and603
positive impact on profit margin.604

Based on the innovation economy, it can be inferred that a higher level of competition in the market encourages605
companies to innovate; therefore, they do their best to increase their performance. Companies that interact more606
with the foreign market either by importing or exporting have a stronger concern with the company’s cost than607
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52 C) DATA COLLECTION

those that do not have foreign activities ??Milan et al., 2013). Starting from this premise, it is assumed that608
companies that look for a cost-based pricing strategy are always searching for alternatives for cost reduction.609
Among these alternatives, the import of raw materials and supplies has emerged as a strategy for cost reduction610
and, consequently, for the improvement of the profit margins (Boehe et al., 2009). Hence, it is assumed that the611
relationship between the cost-based pricing strategy and the profit margin could be stronger at the companies612
that operate with imported raw materials and supplies. Considering this, the import of raw materials and supplies613
moderates the relationship between cost-based pricing strategy and profit margin, and this relationship would be614
stronger for companies that import.615

49 v. Studies on Price Levels616

According to Hinterhuber (2004), the impact of price levels on profitability is high, which means that even the617
impact of small increases of price on profits and corporate profitability by far exceeds the impact of other leverages618
in managing best results. In his study, it was possible to detected that a 5% increase in average sales prices may619
increase the earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) by 22%, on average, compared to a 12% increase on the620
sales volume and a 10% cost reduction of sold goods, respectively. In other words, of all the elements available621
to managers, the price is what has the larger impact on corporate results, reflecting on representative gains622
??Kohlia & Surib, 2011). Evidence of this nature suggests that managers should abandon the rationale of having623
a greater market share and an increased business volume (sales, revenues) in favor of a vision more focused to624
profits (Simon et al., 2008). The results indicate that companies that practice a higher price against the price of625
their competitors obtain greater profits, which probably is related to superior customer value. This justifies the626
charge of higher prices and, as a result, enhances the business performance.627

As reported in a study developed by Milan et al. ( ??013), market penetration-based pricing strategies,628
meaning the practice of lower or smaller prices, presented a significant and negative relationship with the business629
performance of the companies investigated. Such fact could be explained by its relationships to offering lower630
prices than the competition. Therefore, low prices are more strongly associated with lower profits and vice versa631
(Simon et al., 2008). Thus, we propose that adopting high or price levels has a direct and positive impact on632
profit margin. Section 3 III.633

50 Research Method a) Design of the Study634

The descriptive survey research design was adopted in this study. The study was designed to provide answers to635
the research questions as well as generate data to explain the basic variables of the study.636

51 b) Study Area637

The area of study is Nigeria Bottling Company Plc. located along Onitsha Owerri Road Imo State. Owerri (638
Igbo: Owèrrè) is the capital of Imo State in Nigeria, set in the heart of Igboland. It is also the state’s largest city,639
followed by Orlu and Okigwe as second and third respectively. Owerri consists of three Local Government Areas640
including Owerri Municipal, Owerri North and Owerri West, it has an estimated population of about 1,401,873641
as of 2016 and is approximately 100 square kilometres (40 sq mi) in area.642

The choice of the company is because of its application of the undifferentiated marketing strategies and643
promoting images aim at benefiting the buyers that seeks the products. Hence, they serve as true representative644
sample of the entire population companies Target Population, Sample Size, Sampling Technique .645

The target population, for study purposes, NBC, represented approximately 2598consumers from the three646
different depots of company totaling around 866 thousand users divided among the three telecommunication647
service companies.648

The sample size for this study comprised of 156, multi task procedure was used to arrive at this. Stage 1649
involved clustering the respondents into male and female. Stage 2 involved purposive sampling of three sets of650
the three group of companies picked. Stage 3 was simple random selection of fifty two (52) respondents from651
each of the three (3) selected sets to arrive at one hundred and fifty six (156) as the sample size. Out of the 156652
questionnaire, one hundred and thirty five (135) was well filled and returned. This stand as the basis for analysis.653

52 c) Data Collection654

The data collection process occurred by a structured survey which was validated through a pre-test (Malhotra,655
Birks, & Wills, 2012). The questionnaires were electronically sent to THE companies. With the objective to656
formalize the request to participate in the research, we sent along an explanatory text which requested that the657
questionnaire would be directed to the person responsible of defining the prices of the company or to someone658
who acted directly in the pricing process. With this approach, we sought to direct the research instrument to a659
responsible person in the company who had greater control and relative experience in the analyzed context.660

The data collection was performed between June and August of 2019. In order to increase the return of661
respondents, we sent follow-up messages via e-mail in order to raise awareness of the potential respondents. As662
for the larger companies on the list, we made telephone calls reinforcing the research relevance and the importance663
of obtaining the manager’s perception. At the end of the process, 156 questionnaires were obtained (valid cases),664
having a 21.5% return.665
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53 d) Data Analysis Process666

The Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric analysis of variance was used to examine differences in responses. The667
Kruskal-Wallis is estimated using the following formula.668

Furthermore, NBC is the largest bottling company in Nigeria today that bottles varieties of drinks like coca-669
cola, fanta, sprite, Schweppes and five alive. It operates under the franchise of Coca-Cola International that has670
its head office in Nigeria since the year 1993 (Source: coca-cola year preview, vo. 17, 198).H = 12 ??(?? +1) ?671
???? 2 ???? ? 3(?? + 1)672

Where Nj= Number of measurements in sample j Rj= Rank sum for sample j, where the rank of each673
measurement is computer according to its relative magnitude in the totality of data for the ?? samples. n=Total674
sample size = n 1 + n 2 + ? + n p675

The chi-square test of independence was used as an approximate to Kruskal-Wallis test for difference in676
response involving categorical dependent variables for the between subject analysis. This was done at the 5%677
level of significance.678

54 The decision rule is that, with (p-1) degrees of freedom If H679

> x2680

?? We reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative. Otherwise we accept the null hypothesis.681

55 Hypothesis One682

H 01 : There is no significant relationship between sensitivity and consumer psychology and pricing. Switching683
costs effect Price-quality effect, Expenditure effect, Shared-cost effect t respectively. These are all equal than684
the value of x 2 tabulated of 3.841. Therefore, we accept the alternative hypothesis which states that there is685
significant relationship between sensitivity and consumer psychology and pricing.686

56 Hypothesis Two687

H 02 : There are no effective methods of setting price at any stage of Plc. The table was further broken down688
to report the individual opinions of the Consumers. In Table 3, the perception of consumers varies. Majority689
of the consumers (97.4%) expect cost-based pricing. Again, (99.9%) consumers against said market-penetration690
strategy (100%) felt it answered multidimensional, cost based and micro marketing respectively . we conclude691
that adopting a cost base pricing strategy among others has a direct and positive impact on profit margin.692

57 e) Discussion of Findings693

From table 1 above, it shows that reference price effect, difficult comparison effect, switching costs effect price-694
quality effect, expenditure effect, shared-cost effect respectively shows that there exist a significant relationship695
between sensitivity and consumer psychology and pricing. This is in agreement with the view of Thomas Nagle696
and Reed Holden(2016).697

From the table2 above, the firm shows the effective methods of setting price, thus, signifying that there698
are effective methods of setting price to sooth the needs of consumers. In agreement to this, Rao and Kartono699
(2016) When setting individual prices, decisionmakers require a solid understanding of pricing economics, notably700
break-even analysis, as well as an appreciation of the psychological aspects of consumer decision-making including701
reservation prices, ceiling prices and floor prices.702

In Table 3, the perception of consumers varies. The variation in their opinions shows the significant impact703
of various pricing strategy on profit margin. But in all, stresses further that among others cost based pricing704
strategy has a direct and positive impact. This is in consonance with Kohlia & Surib, 2011) and (Simon et al.,705
2008), who asserts that”Evidence of this nature suggests that managers should abandon the rationale of having706
a greater market share and an increased business volume (sales, revenues) in favor of a vision more focused to707
profits . The results indicate that companies that practice a higher price against the price of their competitors708
obtain greater profits, which probably is related to superior customer value. This justifies the charge of higher709
prices and, as a result, enhances the business performance.710

58 f) Conclusion and Recommendation711

Regarding the business performance, an analysis based on the profit margin reported by the companies was712
implemented. This variable was also used in the study developed by Milan et al. ( ??013), which was built based713
on the scales proposed by Ingenbleek et al. ??2003). The results indicate that the surveyed companies’ average714
net profit is between 5% and 10%, and that 25 companies (16.4% of the sample) showed a profitability above715
15%.716

In order to have a better performance than their competitors, companies should establish a set of superior717
resources, such as, abilities, skills and knowledge, because the role of the price fixing capacity as a way of effectively718
improving the company’s performance is vital ??Dutta et al., 2003, Liozu and ??interhuber, 2013). Therefore, a719
more strategic approach to the companies’ pricing process excels as a relevant element for the companies’ better720
performance and for the construction of a possible source of competitive advantage (Hinterhuber & Liozu, 2014).721
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58 F) CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

The profitability and cost effectiveness of the companies are highly attached to a pricing strategy that visualizes722
their internal capacities, skills and corporate advantages against their competitors while also considering their723
customer’s needs or how much they are willing to pay. Setting lower prices could sacrifice profits because a724
greater sales volume may not compensate for a lower profit margin. Higher prices could also sacrifice profits725
because greater margins per unit may not compensate for a smaller sales volume (Simon et al., 2008).726

Therefore, the results of our study indicate that companies which search for a customer value-based pricing727
strategy and which set high prices, logically within the market context in which they operate, tend to yield a728
greater profit margin than their competitors who may adopt a competition-based pricing strategy and set lower729
prices. Another important fact is that the most innovative companies, or those who launch a higher quantity730
of new products, and operate with imported raw materials and supplies also show a higher profit margin. This731
indicates that the higher the usage of value-based pricing strategies (in which the company adds more innovation732
launching new products), the greater are the possibilities of increasing the company’s profit margin. 1 2

Figure 1:

Figure 2: 33
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Figure 3:

1

N Mean Rank
Reference price effect Difficult comparison ef-
fect

37 133 96 59.93 69.72

Switching costs effect Price-quality effect 37 141 104 62.18 74.14
Expenditure effect Shared-cost effect 37 139 102 64.35 72.05

Source: Field Study,
2019

Figure 4: Table 1 :
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58 F) CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

11

Reference
price
effect

Switching
costs effect

Expenditure
effect

Difficult comparison effect Price-
quality
effect

Shared-
cost effect

Chi-Square 3.887 4.990 4.148
Df 1 1 1
Asymp. Sig. .089 .084 .143
Source: Field Study, 2019
a. Krusakal-Wallis Test
b. Grouping variable: Please indicate your profession
Source: Field Study, 2019-Author’s Computation Using SPSS 17.0

Figure 5: Table 1 . 1 :

1

Figure 6: Table 1 .

2

Year 2019
38
Volume XIX Issue VII Version I
( )
Global Journal of Management and Business Re-
search
Competition-based Demand base-

pricing
Cost-based
pricing

66.2% 55.4% 76.5%
6.1% 25.7% 4.1%
11.5% 6.8% 5.4%
6.1% 7.4% 8.1%
89.9% 95.3% 93.9%
© 2019 Global Journals 1

[Note: Source: Field Study, 2019-Author’s Computation Using SPSS 17.0]

Figure 7: Table 2 :
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3

Cost-based
pricing
strategy

Demand
base
pricing

Multidimensional pricing MicromarketingCompetition
based
pricing

Market-
penetration
strategy

S S S S S S
83.8% 69.8% 73.0% 52.9% 89.2% 78.4%
2.7% 8.3% 10.8% 32.7% 5.4% 3.9%
13.5% 12.5% 10.8% 5.8% 0.0% 7.8%
0.0% 6.8% 5.4% 8.6% 5.4% 9.8%
100% 97.4% 100% 100% 100% 99.9%

Source: Field Study, 2019-Author’s Computation Using SPSS 17.0

Figure 8: Table 3 :

1Pricing Strategies for Each Stage of Product Life Cycle (A Study of Nigeria Bottling Company, Owerri Imo
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